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potential for order of magnitude gains in spectral efficiency and
network performance. The idea of a cognitive radio extends the
concepts of a hardware radio and a software defined radio from
a simple, single function device to a radio that senses and reacts
to its operating environment. The promise of cognitive radios is
improved use of spectrum resources, reduced engineering and
planning time, and adaptation to current operating conditions.
Cognitive radios have been proposed as a mean to implement
efficient reuse of the licensed spectrum [6] [7]. The main
feature of cognitive radios is their ability to recognize their
communication environment and independently adapt the
parameters of their communication scheme to maximize the
quality of service for the secondary users while minimizing the
interference to the primary users [8]. Figure.1 [9] and figure.2
illustrate cognition radio cycle and cognitive radio scenario
respectively. In cognitive radio cycle a cognitive radio
monitors spectrum bands, captures their information, and then
detects the spectrum spaces .The characteristics of the spectrum
spaces that are detected through spectrum sensing are
estimated. Then, the appropriate spectrum band is chosen
according to the spectrum characteristics and user
requirements. Once the operating spectrum band is determined,
the communication can be performed over this spectrum band.
Cognitive radio scenario consists of two-user cognitive radio
are shown in figure , we assume that each user knows only his
channel and the unused spectrum through adequate sensing,
The cognitive user will listen to the channel and, if sensed idle,
will transmit during the voids.

Abstract— Cognitive Radios have been receiving increasing
attention in academia, industry, and government. This has come
after several studies indicating that up to 90% of the allocated
radio spectrum less than 3GHz is idle most of the time [1]. As a
result, spectrum regulation around the world is in progress to
allow unlicensed access on a non-interfering [2] [3]. Current
researches are investigating different techniques of using
cognitive radio to reuse more locally unused spectrums to increase
the total system capacity. However, there are many issues across
all layers of a cognitive radio system design. In this paper we
address cognitive radio issues for enabling cognitive radio
including more spectrums sensing, protocol, hardware, security
and algorithmic challenges that could limit their performance or
even make them infeasible. We also give some insight into the
evolution of cognitive radios and characteristics. We conclude
highlighting open research challenges in this exciting area.
Key words: Cognitive radio, radio environment, spectrum sensing.

I. INTRODUCTION
A driving feature of future network architectures will be the
mobile user. Users increasingly will access information
resources while on the move, whether when in a vehicle etc.
Wireless technology is necessary to support the mobile user
and adaptive and efficient use of radio spectrum is an important
aspect of developing future network architectures. Observing
that in some locations or at some times of day, 70 percent of the
allocated spectrum may be sitting idle, the FCC [4] has recently
recommended that significantly greater spectral efficiency
could be realized by deploying wireless devices that can coexist
with the primary users, generating minimal interference while
taking advantage of the available resources. Thus, the
discrepancy between spectrum allocation and spectrum use
suggests that this spectrum shortage could be overcome by
allowing more flexible usage of a spectrum. Flexibility would
mean that radios could find and adapt to any immediate local
spectrum availability. A new class of radios that is able to
reliably sense the spectral environment over a wide bandwidth
detects the presence or absence of users and use the spectrum
only if the communication does not interfere with primary users
is defined by the term cognitive radio [5]. Cognitive Radios
integrate radio technology and networking technology to
provide efficient use of radio spectrum. The cognitive radio
wireless network is intended as an advanced technology
integration environment with focus on building adaptive,
spectrum-efficient systems with emerging programmable
radios. The emerging cognitive radio scenario is of current
interest to both policy makers and technologists because of the
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An adaptive algorithm optimizes performance by choosing
various cooperative sensing methods.
Sixly, collaboration, cognitive radios will exchange current
information on their local environment, user demand, and radio
performance between themselves on regular bases. Radios will
use their local information and peer information to determine
their operating settings. The radio spectrum is a distributed
resource. Use of the spectrum in one location affects the
availability of that spectrum in other network locations.
Allocation of the radio spectrum resource must be carried out in
a cooperative manner and balanced between local decisions and
global allocation [6] [9].Finally, robust communications
services with unreliable links, the radio links, by their nature,
have intermittent outages. A link outage may result from the
temporary location of the receiver, transmitter, and other
objects in the environment [6]. Cognitive radios, by their
design, must deal with these very short term link outages, and
do so through a variety of techniques. It is through this large set
of techniques and mechanisms that wireless networks
implement a robust and reliable communications service with
unreliable links, the techniques and design patterns used in
wireless architectures are applicable to the larger network
architecture [12] [13].
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II.

FEATURES OF COGNITIVE RADIO NETWORKS

Firstly, sensing the current radio frequency spectrum
environment this includes measuring which frequencies are
being used, when they are used, estimating the location of
transmitters and receivers, and determining signal modulation
[6]. Results from sensing the environment would be used to
determine radio settings. Cognitive radios measure and react to
the environment they are operating in. This environment is
multi-dimensional; including cooperative and non-cooperative
emitters turning on and off, Cognitive radios adapting to their
local changes, and traffic loads; and rapidly varying. Cognitive
radios must rapidly adapt to this changing environment and
communicate their changing operation settings to other
wireless devices in the network. The mechanisms and
techniques to sense, adapt, and communicate operation state are
necessary in Cognitive radio networks and applicable to
networks in general. Secondly, policy and configuration
databases, policies specifying how the radio can be operated
and physical limitations of radio operation can be included in
the radio or accessed over the network. Policies might specify
which frequencies can be used in which locations [6].
Configuration databases would describe the operating
characteristics of the physical radio. These databases would
normally be used to constrain the operation of the radio to stay
within
regulatory
or
physical
limits.
Thirdly,
self-configuration, radios may be assembled from several
modules. For example, a radio frequency front-end, a digital
signal processor, and a control processor. Each module should
be self-describing and the radio should automatically configure
itself for operation from the available modules [10].Fourthly,
mission-oriented configuration, software defined radios can
meet a wide set of operational requirements. Configuring a
software defined radio to meet a given set of mission
requirements is called mission oriented configuration. Typical
mission requirements might include operation within buildings,
substantial capacity, operation over long distances, and
operation while moving at high speed. Mission-oriented
configuration involves selecting a set of radio software
modules from a library of modules and connecting them into an
operational radio [6].Fifthly, adaptive algorithm, during radio
operation, the cognitive radio is sensing its environment,
adhering to policy and configuration constraints, and
negotiating with peers to best utilize the radio spectrum and
meet user demands by using adaptive communications [6] [11].

III. COGNITIVE RADIO ISSUES

A. Advance spectrum management: Cognitive radios have a
great potential to improve spectrum utilization by enabling
users to access the spectrum dynamically without disturbing
licensed primary radios. A key challenge in operating these
radios as a network is how to implement an efficient medium
access control mechanism that can adaptively and efficiently
allocate transmission powers and spectrum among Cognitive
radios according to the surrounding environment. Most
existing works address this issue via suboptimal heuristic
approaches or centralized solutions [14].
B. Unlicensed spectrum usage: It is this discrepancy between
FCC allocations and actual usage, which indicates that a new
approach to spectrum licensing is needed [15].What is clearly
needed is an approach, which provides the incentives and
efficiency of unlicensed usage to other spectral bands, while
accommodating the present users who have higher priority
(primary users) and enabling future systems a more flexible
spectrum access
C. Spectrum sharing strategies: Spectrum sharing is allocation
of an unprecedented amount of spectrum that could be used for
unlicensed or shared services. Opportunistic communication
with interference avoidance faces a multitude of challenges in
the detection of sharing in multi-user cognitive radio systems.
Because of the presence of user priority (primary and
secondary), they pose unique design challenges that are not
faced in conventional wireless systems. A major issue in a
multiple secondary user environment is sharing, a topic that has
generated a lot of research interest in the recent past [11] [16]
D. Hidden node and sharing issues: Cognitive radio sensitivity
should outperform primary user receivers by a large margin in
order to prevent what is essentially a hidden node problem of
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cognitive radios to ensure cognitive radios do not interfere with
each other [17].
E. Trusted access and security: With increased focus over the
past few years on system security and survivability, it is
important to note that distributed intelligent systems, such as
cognitive radio, offer benefit in the event of attacks.
Intelligence
and
military
application
require
application-specific secure wireless systems [18] [19].
F. Complexity issue: Cognitive radio is being proposed as a
future way of tackling the problem of increasingly radio
spectrum. To achieve this it requires that the communications
nodes themselves are intelligently capable of sensing, and
dynamically selecting, the appropriate spectral resources
without causing excessive interference on other users. To
achieve this researchers are proposing a variety of increasingly
complex methods of implementing cognitive radio, which
incorporate software defined radio, dynamic spectrum
management, and intelligence[6][11][15][16]. The drawback
of this complexity is that it is predicted that Cognitive Radio is
still years away from implementation. The challenge is to
understand whether such complexity is justified, and what
benefits it brings to overcome the current regulatory
constrained spectral assignment process. It is foreseen that it
should be possible to develop reduced complexity strategies
that will deliver much of the functionality of proposed systems,
enabling more rapid adoption, and wider use in systems where
cognitive radio is currently not being considered due to
prohibitive complexity.
G. Cross-layer design: The flexibility of cognitive radios has
significant implications for the design crosslayer algorithms
which adapt to changes in physical link quality, radio
interference, radio node density, network topology or traffic
demand may be expected to require an advanced control and
management framework with support for cross-layer
information [20][21]. Spectrum handoff and mobility
management will face some new challenges which are required
to do a cross-layer design, especially when required providing
the necessary capabilities in terms of quality of service at the
same time.
H. Hardware and software architecture: The potential for
Cognitive radio is a novel efficient methodology, extension of
software-defined radio, to transmit and receive information
over various wireless communication devices [22]. According
to the existing operators in the environment, Cognitive radio
choses the best available option based on performance for each
application. The different performance measuring parameters
include frequency, power, antenna, transmitter bandwidth,
modulation and coding schemes etc. This means that the radio
has to deal with different radio frequencies spectrum and
baseband varieties at the same time, thus requiring a more
robust, efficient and reconfigurable hardware and software
architecture.

some of the cognitive radios issues used to determine the
effectiveness in wireless communication. These characteristics
are crucial when applying the cognitive radios in order to
determine the effectiveness and reliability of wireless
networks. Spectrum management, unlicensed spectrum usage,
spectrum sharing, hidden node and sharing issues, security,
complexity, cross-layer design hardware and software
architecture are introduced. Many researchers are currently
engaged in developing the communication technologies and
protocols required for cognitive radio networks .The recent and
evolving research efforts have made big progress on cognitive
radios both in theory and in practical implementations. Thought
there are methods available in cognitive radios, none is
considered to be the most reliable method in a wide ranging
wireless environment, and so more research is needed along the
lines introduced in this paper.
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